I. INTRODUCTION
Many algorithms in data mining cannot deal with large datasets because of their rawness, high dimension and complex distribution. To deal with this situation, two fundamental purposes have been raised in data processing: Transforming the data into a lower dimension space and extracting latent components and variables inside the datasets to represent data [1] . Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) is one of the most popular effective methods to pursue these two purposes. Many datasets in various fields have been formed as matrices with nonnegative values. NMF aims to factorize such a matrix X into a product of two matrices, X ;::: :: FG, where G contains basic vectors in the new space and F contains new corresponding coefficients of data instances in X. In other words, this factorization transforms data instances into new space of basic vectors.
Many NMF methods have been developed in the last decade by using divergence functions, constraints and regular izations. Initially, basic NMF [2] only allows approximating the original nonnegative data by a product of two matrices. By this approximation, each object is represented as a non subtractive combinations of nonnegative parts or basic vectors. Following [2] many algorithms were proposed for different divergence functions [3] . Currently, by adapting requirements for data analysis problems and data types, many variants of NMF are being developed. Also, various new divergence functions are employed [4] , and local constraints are added to improve the quality of matrix decompositions, which preserve the local features [5] . Sparse representation can be achieved by adding sparseness constraints [6] , [7] . In addition, some work has implicitly or explicitly added orthogonality constraints [8] , [9] .
Usually, NMF is solved by iterative multiplicative updating algorithms. However, minimizing object functions does not guarantee a unique solution. The existence of many local min ima solutions makes the algorithms suffering from rotational ambiguities. If no prior information is known, the normaliza tion of rows in G or latent components will help to reduce the effects of these ambiguities [10] . Particularly, if X ;::: :: FG In this work, we propose a new NMF formulation by adding new prior information into NMF, in which each data instance is a convex combination of the latent components. In other words, each instance is a probabilistic distribution over the latent components. By this way, we associate a probabilistic model with the NMF problem. As a result, we obtain more advantages than the previous formulations such as easy interpretability, low complexity, convexity, sparsity, and distributability and parallelability. We also develop effective algorithms for the two most popular divergence functions: squared Euclidean distance and KL-divergence [4] .
II. NEW FORMULATION
Mathematically, we can define the NMF problem as fol lows: k=l k=l
By adding this new constraint, we have associated a probabilistic model with NMF problem, in which each instance is a probabilistic distribution over the latent components and represented as a convex combination of latent components. In other words, this convex combination provides explicitly the extent of contribution of each latent component, while other formulations of NMF do not have. Moreover, regarding to geometry meaning, each instance is projected as a point on the simplex of latent components. This projection is called instance inference. As a result, we obtained significant properties:
• Sparsity: Instance inference is casted as a convex problem over the simplex of latent components by adding the simplicial condition. Furthermore, we can easily control the solution sparsity via greedy ap proximation algorithms such as Frank-Wolfe algo rithm [11].
• Convexity: Obviously, inferring an instance is to find an approximation of the convex combination that is a convex optimization problem [11] , [12] , [13] .
• Computation: The instance representation can be considered as a projection on the simplex of the latent components. Hence, the inference based on this projection can be much faster than other formulations because of the simplicial constraint added[I1], [12] . In comparison to other formulations, this one has significant computing advantages in the inference of instances, while the learning step is the same with the previous basic formulations because they solve the same optimization problem.
• Interpretability: The new formulation gives a more comprehensible interpretation of the important role of coefficients. Particularly, each data instance is a convex combination of the latent components, in which the sum of coefficients always equals to 1 through NMF. Hence, the important role of the latent components on instances can be concisely represented via values of coefficients. Otherwise, for other formu lations, evaluating the contribution of components is forceful because of the lack of constraints between coefficients. Alternatively, a post-processing can be employed to find out the role of the latent compo nents. However, it is independent and inconsistent with learning NMF model.
• Distributability and parallelizability: NMF problem contains two sub-problems: inference and learning, see section IV. The learning problem is the same with other formulations and can be solved by distributed algorithms [14] . Meanwhile, the inference one of our formulation can be solved by a much faster algorithm comparing to the others', and it can be parallelized [12] . This favor is hard to be reached in other formu lations.
The cost function is specially determined on the used divergence function. In this paper, we focus on solving this problem with the two most popular divergence functions with squared Euclidean distance and KL-divergence.
III. DIVERGENCE FUNCTIONS AND PROBLEMS
To control the quality of NMF, various cost functions are employed. The cost functions f(XIIFG) often contain two parts: The first part is a divergence function that measures the distance between original coordinates (X) and inverted coor dinates (FG); and the second one is possibly regularizations and constraints to control sparsity or orthogonality.
A. Divergence Functions
Recently, there are numerous divergence functions, includ ing squared Euclidean distance, KL-divergence, a-divergence, ,B-divergence, IS divergence, and Bregman divergence, etc. A chosen divergence mainly depends on the data type and its
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properties. The two most popular divergences are widely used in numerous applications:
where X and yare positive vectors.
B. sNMF Problems
With these divergence functions, we have two basic prob lems of simplicial NMF (sNMF):
IV. ALGORITHMS
For solving sNMF, we employ iterative multiplicative up dates like EM algorithm, which is presented in Algorithm 1.
This algorithm contains two main steps: one for finding F when fixing G and the other for finding G when fixing F. In the first step, we find a set F = {Jm}� =l ' each of fm is a probabilistic representation of data instances {Xm}� =l '
Hence, this step can be seen as inference step and the process is called as inference. In the other step called learning step, the latent components are acquired by minimizing D(XIIFG) when fixing F.
Algorithm 1 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
Input: Data matrix X = {Xm}� =l E Rt;!X N and K.
Output: Coefficients F = {fm}� =l and latent components G = {gk H(=l 1: Select randomly K components from M data instances 2: repeat
3:
Inference step: Fix G to find F by minimizing f(F) = J(XIIFG) ;
4:
Learning step: Fix F to find G by minimizing f(G) = J(XIIFG) ; In this step, we need to minimize
Hence, since X and G are fixed in this step, minimizing J(XIIFG) is equivalent to minimizing IIXm -FmGII § for each data instance m, which is performed independently by Algorithm 2.
Remark 2. Inferring each data instance is equivalent to solv ing a convex optimization problem or a least square problem with simplicial condition.
When set x = Xm and f = Fm, the inference will become minimizing:
This is a least square problem adding a simplicial constraint.
Moreover, adding the convex constraints leads to the exis tence of sparse solutions and it can avoid over-fitting problems. Specially, the convex constraints enable greedy algorithms, which is derived from Frank-Wolfe algorithm [11] , in order to control directly and effectively sparsity of solutions, see more details in Algorithm 2. 
Set f = (1 -a)f and f k = f k + a can be conducted independently in each column.
We also have J(XIIFG) = L� =l IIXen -FGenll §. Hence, minimizing J(XIIFG) is equivalent to minimizing IIXen -FGen II § independently in each column n since X and F are fixed. Therefore, we can independently learn column coordinates of the latent components by solving nonnegative least-squares constraints problem [15] .
B. Algorithms for sNMF with KL-divergence

I. Inference Algorithm
In the inference step, we need to find new coordinates 
Set f = (1 -a)f and ik = ik + a 
L�=l L�=l Fm kgkn -L�=l Xmn L�=l Fm k log(Gkn).
Gkn is approximated by minimizing h'(G1n, ... , Gkn):
Fortunately, in the learning step for K L-divergence, we can directly approximate the solution. Although this is only an ap proximate solution, it is really effective for K L-divergence and this technique has been employed in numerous applications.
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
As discussed above, the main difference between our algorithms and the others is in the inference step because we need to solve the same optimization problem in the learning step. Hence, we will only consider the complexity of inference, sparsity, and distributability and parallelizability.
A. Complexity Proo!, In the Algorithm 2, for each iteration, we have:
Therefore, the complexity of finding out the best coeffi better than other formulations with K L-divergence because we can not estimate directly solutions of inference and gradient methods does not work on this divergence [16] .
In addition, for the learning step with K L-divergence, we employ an approximate algorithm with low complexity: From this theorem, we have the following remarks:
• Convergence rate of inference is linear and the good ness of solutions is bounded, which are crucial in applications.
• Inference depends mostly on complexity of f and \7 f.
• We can tradeoff easily between sparsity and quality of solutions by stop finding new latent components to optimize the cost function. This property is valid for real applications, which the number of non-zero coefficients is limited.
B. Sparsity
Recently, sparse solutions receive much interests in ma chine learning by its abilities of improving accuracy and saving storage with low complexity. To obtain sparse solutions, most previous works employed different regularizations such as h and l 2 ones. However, they are limited in controlling sparsity level of solutions. In other words, the number of non-zero coefficients in solutions is unpredictable.
Unlike previous approaches, we have imposed a greedy algorithm, e.g., Frank-Wolfe algorithm, which can control severely the solution's sparsity. From Algorithms 2 and 3, the number of non-zero coefficients can be restricted by do not employing new latent components to optimize the cost function, when the number of non-zeros ones reaches to the limitation. Moreover, the preference of selecting the best latent components to optimize allows our algorithm to achieve more sparse solutions than other algorithms while keeping the optimality of solution.
C. Distributability and Parallelizability
From Algorithms 2 and 3, we have several remarks:
• Inference of data instances can be distributed undoubt edly over machines. This is important for designing distributed algorithms.
• Running time of inference depends mostly on finding the best latent component. Furthermore, computing the partial derivative for each latent component is separated totally. As a result, this computation can be paralleled. Hence, we can reduce effectively the responding time in real applications. Moreover, regarding to learning algorithms, the learning algorithm for K L-divergence is absolutely fast and can be dis tributed easily. For Euclidean distance, distributed algorithms in [14] can be employed.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
This section investigates the effectiveness of our approach and algorithms for two divergence functions with Euclidean distance and KL-divergence by four criteria: interpretabil ity, sparsity of solutions, performance in classification tasks and loss information measure. More particularly, our al gorithm for Euclidean distance is compared to NMF [3] , spNMF [17] , oNMF [8] , and cNMF [18] , while the other one with KL-divergence is compared to kl-NMF [3] , local non-negative matrix factorization (locNMF) [5] , convolutional NMF(conNMF) [19] , and Nonsmooth Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (nsNMF) [7] . The implemented codes are at http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ grindlay/code.html.
In this investigation, we use two typical databases of images and text. The digit dataset has 4000 random selected samples from http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/, and 4327 labeled spam emails are all downloaded from http://csmining.org/index.php/spam-email-datasets-.html. For the email dataset, after normalizing data such as numbers turning into number term and plural noun into single noun, we compute tf-idf (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf) for 32906 distinct terms as convenient features for data instances. We have compared our approach with other related approaches using Euclidean distance for the image dataset and K L divergence for the text dataset. The obtained results are highly competitive.
A. Interpretation
In conducting experiments for the digit dataset, we have run with different parameters K E {l0, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40}.
We realize that approaches begin finding out part-based repre sentation of data instances from K = 25. 
B. Sparse Representation
In order to compare the sparsity of solutions, we compute the percentage of zero coefficients number of zero coefficients X 100
number of coefficients
The results are highly competitive with other methods. For Euclidean distance, although our algorithm's sparsity is only less than cNMF [18] (Figure 2) , it has lower information loss and higher performance in classification. In addition, especially for KL-divergence, our approach retains the best sparse solutions (Figure 3) , while it still has the best result for the other measures.
C. Performance for classification
Classification quality is one of measures that evaluates our method's effectiveness as NMF is often considered as a dimension redution technique used widely in classification. In this experiment, we use Random Forest ' , a robust algorithm for classification. Observing Figures 4 and 5, our method is one of methods with the lowest errors in testing. For Euclidean distance and the digit dataset, the result of our method is very close to the best method oNMF [8] . Meanwhile, for K L divergence and spam dataset, our approach obtains the lowest misclassification with K = 15 and K = 35. In addition, convergence speed is a significant measure to evaluate updating algorithms because algorithms having more iterations require more computation and also time for loading data. We can realize easily from Figures 5 and 6 that our algorithm has the fast convergence speed while it gains the best optimized solutions with at the least number of iterations.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new formulation for NMF, simplicial nonnegative matrix factorization (sN:MF). This formulation considers NMF as component analysis, in which each data instance is modeled as a convex combination of latent components. Two algorithms derived from Frank Wolfe algorithm are designed for the two most popular diver gence functions with Euclidean and K L-divergence, to control directly and effectively sparsity of solutions. We theoretically proved that our algorithms have low complexity in inference, sparsity, and distributability and parallelizability. Our exper imental evaluation showed the effectiveness of our approach via significant criteria such as interpretability, sparsity, perfor mance in classification task and information loss. Our obtained results are highly competitive with state-of-the-art approaches. In future research, we will deeper analyze our algorithms, apply them to other divergence functions and also conduct testing on other datasets to compare with other formualtions. 1'7'--------------------------- 2.80£.06 +-�=--.,.. """' :-------------------·� Id·NMF 2.60E.o6 iw;;:=------""-'.., ti!r=i=:a:;ih!;::;:;:;� .--con NMF 2.4OE.o6
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